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Hello ☺ my name is Aseel Abudayeh, I am happy to participate in the IWPA contest, I 

would like to thank you for all the efforts you do to support women, thank you ♀♥   

My work goes under the free theme, it is about the beauty of nature, the light that 

enriches our inner love and peace day after day, and how this light never goes off no 

matter how cloudy a sky might get. It is about the outstanding charm of the Ocean and 

the beautiful art of surfing. The way how each detail holds within an infinite limit of 

beauty. The prettiness of nature is always there, shedding light regardless the 

surroundings… it is likewise for women, for our unique capacity to glow and sparkle 

even if it gets so dark… 

 

⸙Photo 1: Hearty lollipop ♥ 

Love, like the sunshine, enlightens us, gives us inner warmth and guides our paths in 

life. If it comes in a lovely form of a yummy lollipop, it makes the day sweeter  

⸙Photo 2: Vitamin Sea ⁑) 

There is no way to feel more alive without vitamin sea. Some of its side effects are 

surfing the waves in the Atlantic Ocean, enjoying the sun, the golden sand and the blue 

view. 

⸙Photo 3: Join the party ♪ 

One more rider, with his surfing board, is joining the party to line up and wait for the 

perfect wave to ride. The courage and the beautiful attitude surfers have towards nature 

is worth admiring. 

⸙Photo 4: Riding the wave ☻ 

Surfing is passion and skills that, by time and practice, turn into art. It is art that 

combines joy and fear to ride waves and enjoy the absolute sensation of freedom. 

Nature itself is a masterpiece of art. The ocean, the sky and the surfer riding the waves 

look like a painting of a talented artist. 

⸙Photo 5: Dancing with nature´s melodies ♪♪ 

No matter how big or small a wave can be, how loud or low its melody can sound, a 

surfer is always ready to catch up the rhythm. Nature has its own melodies, don’t stop 

the music ♫  

⸙Photo 6: Coast of light ☼ 



The peaceful beauty of a place that, decades ago, has witnessed a war. After darkness, 

light always shines and finds its way to sparkle all around ☼  

⸙Photo 7: The beauty of sharing ♥♥ 

Surfing is a joyful sport that is always shared with others. In a similar way, nature 

shares with us such mesmerizing moments when the sky embraces the earth like this 

one.  

⸙Photo 8: The lighthouse of Trafalgar   ҉ 

A lighthouse guides towards safety. The inner light that each person has leads to safety 

as well. With years, with wisdom, with beauty we become the lighthouse for ourselves 

and for all those in need of help.  

⸙Photo 9: Colors of happiness ⹀⸩  

The sensation of freedom and happiness by the seaside is beyond awesomeness. And no 

matter how cloudy it can be, light always has its marvelous way to spread the colors of 

happiness all over the sky. 

⸙Photo 10: Life is a Ride ♫☺♥♪ 

Enjoy each moment, search for the beauty in everything. May be one day the inner 

beauty and light shine brightly inside every heart, and reflect its perfectness in a better 

place for all of us. 

 

Thank you for your time ☺ Hope you have enjoyed my participation ♥ 

Best regards 

Aseel Abudayeh  

 

 

 

 


